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TONY’S SHARPENER
INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

Congratulations! You have bought the best pocket size sharpener on the market!
This sharpener is made in Chicago, IL entirely by hand by the Ray Family. This
sharpener will sharpen all types of knives and nearly all serrated blades.
Knives: This sharpener is designed to be used flat on the edge of a table, bench,
stump or a rock by drawing the blade down through center of the carbide bits
at a 45 angle toward the back of the sharpener (Refer to fig. 1) A very dull knife
should be pulled with fairly heavy pressure. As the edge comes back, reduce
pressure and stroke lightly to finish. A serrated knife has to be pulled through
very slowly (the smaller the serrations, the slower you go). Don’t use heavy pressure on serrated knives.
Electric knives: Separate the blades and sharpen one at a time. Lay the flat
side of the blade against the matching carbide, pull through slowly using light
pressure. Sharpener does a good job, I use it on my electric fillet knife.
Scissors: Place sharpener label side face down. Place inner flat side of scissor
blade against the 90 edge of sharpener (Refer to fig. 2). Pull through at about a
45 angle toward back of sharpener. Be sure to check the angle first. Not for left
handed scissors.
Broadheads: Sharpen the same angle as knives, leave on the shaft to sharpen.
The TONY’S SHARPENER is designed to carry in a pocket or even a billfold or
keychain. Because of the grade of carbide we use, your sharpener should last for
years. You can sharpen knives from either side, scissors only label side down. No
cleaning or oiling is needed.
Please visit our website to place your order.

TONY’S SHARPENER
817 S. Kildare Ave, Chicago, IL 60624
773.475.6789
www.tonyssharpener.com

